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Abstract 

 This senior honors thesis investigates color terms and the expression of color in the 

Korean language.  Korean was chosen as the language to be investigated for two reasons: 

first, there have been very few studies that investigate the expression of color and second, the 

existence of an adjectival category (and, as a corollary, are Korean color terms adjectives) is a 

controversial issue.  In addition, Korean linguists have posited the theory that there is a single-

color term that encompasses the colors blue and green; this has come to be known as the 

“gru” phenomenon.  Previous studies have not included detailed investigation into the usage 

of different color terms in Korean, especially with respect to the “gru” phenomenon. The 

investigation in this thesis will look into the three forms of Korean color terms: Native Korean 

terms (such as the words “ppalgan” for red, and “kkeuman” for black), borrowed Chinese 

terms (such as “bunhong” for pink, and “baek” for white), and borrowed English terms (such 

as pink, orange).  

 The two main research questions pursued in this thesis are: first, is there evidence for 

the existence of the “gru” phenomenon in the Korean language?  Second, are Chinese 

borrowed color terms undergoing replacement with English color terms in the higher levels of 

color hierarchy in the Korean language?  

 The methodology used in this thesis is a Qualtrics survey with tools from 

psycholinguistics.  Participants were asked to do a forced choice elicitation task as well as a 

fill-in production task.  Eight native Korean speakers participated in the survey.  The results 

of the study indicate that while English loanwords are acceptable and utilized, the subjects 

have a strong preference for the older Chinese borrowed roots.  The “gru” phenomenon is not 

corroborated by the preliminary study results.  

 This investigation raises additional avenues for future research.  Is the “gru” 

phenomenon limited to natural objects (e.g., frogs, plants, fruit-bearing trees)?  Has the 

Korean language evolved away from the “gru” phenomenon?  Is the “gru” phenomenon 

actually a reference to a specific blue-green color (if so, this would have ramifications for 

theories of color term evolution in languages)?  Do Korean color terms support or negate the 

existence of an adjectival category in the Korean language? 
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1. Introduction  

 This thesis is an investigation of Korean language color terms and their preferential usage 

among Korean first-language speakers.  This study looks at previously unexamined facets in 

Korean color terms including the “gru” phenomenon and color term preferences in loanwords 

(also known as borrowed terms).  Korean has many loanwords, and utilizes native Korean 

words, Chinese loanwords, and English loanwords in its color term lexicon.  Color terms 

borrowed from the Chinese and English languages are under studied. 

This study uses an online survey with two psycholinguistics tools: a forced choice 

elicitation (multiple choice) task and a fill-in production (fill in the blank) task.  These tasks 

are used in order to determine color term usage preferences in the Korean language.  Eight 

Korean first-language speakers, born in Korea but currently living, working, or studying in 

Wichita, Kansas, participated in the online Qualtrics survey.  The survey consisted of twenty 

questions addressing color term usage.   

The study results did not support the existence of the “gru” phenomenon.  Though the 

study did not support the proposition that English color term loanwords are replacing 

Chinese language loanwords among Korean speakers, it did provide evidence that English 

color term loanwords are in current use. 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: there will be an examination of the relevant 

background (Section 2) and previous work pertaining to the subject (Section 3). A 

description of the methodology is contained in Section 5.  A discussion of the “gru” 

phenomenon will also be undertaken in Section 7.  An explication of the results and their 

indications for future studies will be provided in Sections 8 & 9.  

2. Background 

2.1 The Korean Language 

According to the online Encyclopedia Britannica, Korean is an isolated language spoken 

by around 75 million people primarily on the Korean Peninsula.  As an isolated language, 

Korean has no known relation to any other language family besides the Koreanic.  Some 
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work has been done to connect Korean to other language families, but, this has so far been 

largely inconclusive.  

 

2.2 Introductory Examples 

In the following examples I attempt to give some practical background to the topics I am 

discussing in this thesis.   

 

2.2.1 Examples of Verbal/Adjectival Expression in Korean  

The study undertaken in this thesis is important, as there are only a few works that have 

looked at color terms.  In previous works (Maling and Kim, 1998; Kim 2002), the Korean 

adjectival category has been well studied.  However, these works do not look specifically at 

Korean color terms.  In works that have looked at the Korean adjectival category, it has been 

shown that adjectival terms may have a verb form origin.  In example (1) below, the Korean 

color term for ‘pretty’ -- ‘yeppu,’ appears with a copula ‘i’ and the declension ‘ta.’1  This 

usage is common for some adjective-like phrases but is not always used or, seemingly, 

necessary.  ‘yeppu’ with the declension ‘ta’ in actual use in example (2) is similar to the verb 

form usage in (3).  

(1) *ce yeca-ka  yeppu-i-ta   (Kim, 2002: (5)-(6)) 

  that woman-nom  ‘pretty’-cop-decl 

 ‘That woman is pretty.’  

(2) ce yeca-ka  yeppu-ta 

that woman-nom  ‘pretty’-decl 

‘That woman is pretty.’ 

(3)   goyangi mok-da 

   cat  eat-decl 

  ‘The cat eats.’ 

                                                
1 ‘ta’ and ‘da’ are acceptable transcriptions of the same word/sounds in Romanized Korean, thus further examples 
may use ‘ta’ and ‘da’ interchangeably.  
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 In the above examples (1) and (2) from Kim (2002), both the adjective “to be pretty” and 

the verb “to eat” function similarly, as seen in examples (2) and (3), where the addition of -ta 

at the end of a verb or “adjective” form turns the expression into a verb form.  While the 

copula -i- is frequently used when describing adjectives, it appears that it is not always 

necessary for verb forms.   

 In recent work, Menon and Posson (2018), hereafter M & P, have looked at color terms 

in Korean.  M & P theorize that Korean color terms are a key area of interest for showing that 

Korean lacks an adjectival category.  According to M & P, what have traditionally been 

claimed to be adjectives in Korean, are, in fact, property concept roots (see Menon and 

Pancheva 2016, to appear, for more details).  Previously, in Kim (2002), Korean adjectives 

have been analyzed as stative verbs, that describe a state of being, and are seen in English in 

verbs like “to love” or “to hate.”  These stative verbs are generally considered to be more 

abstract.  M & P provide evidence for their analysis on Korean color terms from the 

nominalization with the word sayk (the Korean word for “color”) which shows that Korean 

color terms are not canonical adjectives.  

 

2.2.2 Theoretical Examples of the “Gru” Phenomenon  

The “gru” phenomenon involves the merging of the color categories “green” and “blue.”  

In effect, a Korean speaker can refer to what (for example) English speakers see as a 

separately blue ocean and green grass, with one single word, “paran.”  That is, they would 

refer to the blue ocean as “paran” and green grass as “paran.”  Often across languages, color 

terms are expressed as adjectives.  Some research has been conducted on the theory that 

Korean lacks an adjectival category, and so color terms could be useful evidence towards this 

theory.  

A question this thesis seeks to answer is whether color terms in Korean display the “gru” 

phenomenon, which, if found true, could undermine some previous understandings of color 

term acquisition.  An example of the “gru” phenomenon is demonstrated in example (4), 

where green is merged with blue in the lexicon.  

 

(4) keykuli para-ta  
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  frog  blue-decl 

  ‘The frog is blue.’ 

 It has been noted that the vast majority of “frogs” in Korea are, in fact, closer to the 

English meaning of “green” than blue (Kim, 1985).  Yet, in Korean, the use of the color blue 

to describe a green frog could potentially be acceptable.  This is despite the Korean language 

having access to borrowed Chinese terms for the color green, which could be more specific 

than “paran” (blue).  

 

2.2.3 Examples from Kim (1985)  

(5) cheng   kaykuli      (Kim, 1985: 3.2.3) 

  blue  frog 

  ‘The blue frog.’ 

 

(6) #nok   kaykuli 

   green  frog 

  ‘The green frog.’ 

  In examples (5) and (6) from Kim (1985), “cheng” is the borrowed Chinese term for blue 

and “nok” is the borrowed Chinese term for green.  Kim (1985) notes that (6) would not be 

acceptable to Korean speakers.  Kim says this is likely because the color blue came into 

being in the Korean language before the word for green and thus overgeneralized the color 

blue, the remnants of which are evidenced in (5).  

 Hence, despite having access to more distinct color terms (such as “nok” and “cheng”), 

and borrowed terms from other languages, Korean may ignore these distinctions in favor of 

the one native term.  Further, there is some evidence with Kim’s examples that even with the 

distinct borrowed color terms, the line between what qualifies as blue and what qualifies as 

green in Korean could be more blurred than in other languages such as English.  
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2.2.4 Theoretical Color Term Utilization 

 The following example (7) shows how one might expect, from an English background, 

the color terms to be utilized.  This is opposed to the above example in (5).  

(7) nok  busi 

green  bush 

  ‘The green bush.’ 

  Here in (7) the bush is being referred to with the color green, which is what one would 

expect.  In order for the Korean language to be specific about a green bush, they must use the 

Chinese borrowed term for green, “nok.”  

2.2.5 Examples of Borrowed Terms  

 Finally, the thesis survey specifically examines the acceptance of borrowed words into 

the Korean vernacular.  Korean has several borrowed words from Chinese and English.  The 

Chinese borrowed color terms are much older than the English terms.  This thesis examines 

whether the Chinese borrowed terms are undergoing some form of replacement by the newer 

English borrowings.  An example of this is given below in examples (8) and (9).  

(8) pinku-sayk  moja  

pink-‘color’  hat 

‘The pink hat.’ 

 

(9) bunhong-sayk  moja 

pink-‘color’  hat 

‘The pink hat.’  

  In the above examples, (9) uses the Chinese loanword “bunhong”, whereas in (8), the 

English loanword “pinku” is used.  Past work on the topic of Korean Color Terms (hereafter 

KCTs) has examined where KCTs fall on the Berlin and Kay scale (see Section 3.1 for more 

details).  However, to date, no work has examined the fact that color loan words from 

Chinese appear to be undergoing replacement by English loanwords.  An example of this is 

the color pink.  The Chinese loanword for pink is “bunhong,” but now one often hears 

“pinku” to describe this vibrant hue.  These competing loan words are generally only seen at 
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the higher levels of color term hierarchy – the colors that consistently develop last in a 

language (e.g., pink, orange, grey). 

  The example in (8) uses the English borrowed term while (9) uses the Chinese borrowed 

term.  As discussed in greater detail below in Section 3, Korean does not possess a native 

term for colors such as pink, orange, grey, etc.  Therefore, they must use borrowed terms 

from languages such as Chinese and English, if they wish to be distinct.  It is hypothesized 

that Korean participants in the survey will show some preference for examples such as (8).  

This would show a potential move towards ‘newer’ borrowed English color terms over older 

Chinese ones such as that seen in (9).  

3. Literature Review  

3.1 Color Term Development in Korean 

  Color terms typically develop in the same order for every language, beginning with 

primary colors white and black, which are followed by red.  Much like English, the Korean 

language has a full set of higher-level color terms such as pink, orange, and grey.  However, 

the Korean language borrowed Chinese terms for many higher-level colors where native 

Korean terms for these colors did not exist.  The Chinese terms are sometimes replaced with 

English color terms at the higher levels, and forms such as “pinku” are observed.  

  As previously mentioned, work on this topic often discusses KCTs on the scale proposed 

by Berlin and Kay (B & K).  Berlin and Kay (1969) argues that color terms have an inherent 

universality.  They argue that basic color terms are limited to 11 main categories (white, 

black, red, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange, and grey), into which all other 

color terms can be incorporated.  Essentially this latter point means that one understands 

intuitively that while lavender is a color, lavender can be reduced to purple, and it is not an 

entirely separate concept to English speakers.  B & K also argue that there is a universal 

order to which languages encode further color terms.  Languages do not have a term for 

brown without having a term for blue.  Certain colors must develop first, and other colors 

may never develop at all.  Based on which color terms a language possesses, languages can 

be categorized into seven states of development as follows: 
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(10)  

 
Figure 1 Color Term Hierarchy 

  B & K place Korean in the Stage 7 category, which says a language possesses terms for 

all eleven basic color categories described above.  This is based upon their observation that 

the Korean vernacular includes Stage 7 words for purple, pink, orange, and grey (though 

they are borrowed terms). 

  Kim (1985) disagrees with Berlin and Kay’s (1969) argument that Korean belongs in 

Stage 7 and possesses all eleven basic color categories.  Kim argues that Korean is instead in 

Stage 5, due to the presence of Chinese loanwords where no native words exist.  This occurs 

in higher stage color terms like purple, pink, orange, and grey.  

 

3.2 The “Gru” Phenomenon  

  The “gru” phenomenon describes the merging of the blue and green color categories, i.e. 

the same color term is used to describe both the green grass and the blue sky.  The Korean 

language possesses three color terms for blue and green.  The first is the Korean native color 

term ‘paran’ which is best described as “blue green,” used interchangeably for things which 

are both blue and green from an English language standpoint.  Korean also has adopted two 

distinct Chinese color terms, “cheng” and “nok,” for blue and green respectively.  

Historically, the frequency of use in the Korean language seems to favor the native Korean 

term over the more distinct Chinese terms that are available.   
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  Kim (1985) also discusses the “gru” phenomenon as additional evidence for his claim 

that Korean is not a Stage 7 language where color term development is concerned.  Kim uses 

an example of a Korean sentence where one would use the Chinese term for “blue” to 

describe both frogs and trees rather than the Chinese term for “green” (see Section 2.2.3).  

  Kim (1985) says the Korean native term (paran) can be used to describe both blue and 

green things with one word.  He also discusses the inflectional nature of these borrowed 

terms (“cheng” and “nok”) as they contrast to the native.  His evidence is based on a study 

with 10 native educated Korean speakers in which terms such as “purple” (the Chinese 

borrowed term “jaju”) were viewed as non-mono-lexemic and can be broken into smaller 

lexemes.  This is in contrast to earlier stage native terms like “white,” which are mono-

lexemic.  

  Caskey-Sirmons and Hickerson (1977) sought to fill a gap in Berlin and Kay’s study, and 

thus focused predominantly on bilingual Korean-English speaking participants.  They wanted 

to see if bilingualism would affect color categorization.  They noted a shift in color with the 

word for “blue.”  The bilingual speakers tended to shift the meaning of the color closer to the 

English meaning, which includes blue and purple-blue, whereas the Korean monolinguals 

shifted more specifically between blue-green and blue. 

  However, it is also important to note that in a study by Roberson et al. in 2009, they 

found no evidence for the “gru” phenomenon even among monolingual speakers.  Although 

they were not specifically testing for the phenomenon (rather, color perception), the Korean 

participants were able to accurately distinguish and categorize green and blue as separate 

concepts.  

 

3.3 Korean Adjectival Category 
 

  As discussed in previous studies, the issue of whether Korean has certain color terms is a 

controversial one.  In Menon and Posson (2018), M & P theorize that what have long been 

viewed as adjectives are in fact not adjectives, and color adjectives could be key evidence in 

this venture.  M & P propose analyzing the Korean and Chinese roots as property-concept 

roots which compose with different functional heads.  Whereas Korean native roots appear to 
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derive themselves as “being an instance of the property of said color,” the Chinese roots 

appear to “be an instance of the property of said color measuring to some degree.”  Based 

upon this, the Chinese roots would appear to be gradable where the native roots are not.  This 

is seen by M & P as a reason to use Korean color terms as specific evidence for the theory 

that Korean lacks an adjectival category.  However, this could also have an effect upon 

determining which stage the Korean language falls under according to B & K.  

  In the figure below, M & P (2018) provide a coherent table of the general color term 

roots available in the Korean lexicon.  

(11)  

 
Figure 2 M & P Native and Borrowed KCT Chart 

   

  As seen in Figure 2, the most popular Korean terms for each color are listed for clarity.  

The leftmost column labeled “English” gives the English names for each of the color 

categories.  The next column to the right of this is “Chinese Root” which gives the 

Koreanized Chinese borrowed term for each color (as can be seen, these terms exist from 

white to grey).  The next column to the right is labeled “Korean Root.”  This column gives 

the Native Korean term for each color; it is important to note that these native terms only 
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exist from white to purple, and do not extend to higher level terms such as orange, pink, and 

grey.  This column also lists the supposed “gru” phenomenon which uses “paran” to describe 

both blue and green.  The next column to the right is “English Root,” which lists the English 

borrowed terms used in the Korean language.  It is important to note that these borrowed 

terms are only noted as being used in the higher-level terms of pink, orange, and grey.  As is 

pertinent to M & P’s analysis, the next two columns (Verbal Form and Verbal Morphological 

Gloss) give the form of these colors as they are utilized as verbs, and the English translation 

of these verbs.  As can be seen, the word “sayk” (the word for “color” in Korean) and the 

copula “i” do not always appear to be necessary, which provides evidence that Korean 

instead uses colors not as adjectives, but as something like stative verbs.  

  Kim (2002) provides a more specific examination for M & P’s discussion of adjectival 

categories in the Korean language.  She provides many arguments for why Korean lacks an 

adjectival category.  Some of these can be seen in Section 2.2.1, where adjectives are often 

conjugated the same as verbs.  She examines and gives examples of what have been 

traditionally referred to as adjectives in Korean.  She argues that these “adjectives” are 

actually stative verbs, and what appears to be adjectives occurring attributively are instead 

predicates inside relative clauses (and not noun-modifying adjectives).  This is based upon 

the fact that these supposed “adjectives” can “only modify a noun when it is followed by the 

morpheme -n (or its allomorphs)” (Kim, 2002).  This supports M & P’s call for further 

analysis of Korean color terms as a specific source of evidence for Korean’s lack of an 

adjectival category.  

 

3.4 Korean-English Bilingualism 

  Caskey-Sirmons and Hickerson (1977) look at the influence of bilingualism in color 

terms by looking at monolingual speakers of languages such as Korean, Mandarin Chinese, 

and Hindi, compared to bilingual (English) speakers of these languages.  For Korean, they 

discovered that while Korean monolingual speakers were able to categorize color terms more 

consistently, the bilingual speakers showed more variation, including a noted shift in color 

with the word for “blue” as shown in Section 3.2 above.   
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  Roberson et al. (2009) provides evidence that contravenes the theory that categorical 

perception occurs because of perception distortion when learning color categorization (as a 

dimension of language acquisition).  They looked specifically for a divide in categorization 

between green and blue.  For both English and Korean (languages which have “different 

terminology in the blue-green region”), Roberson et al. found no evidence for the theory.  

Both English and Korean speakers were able to accurately discriminate green and blue across 

two experiments.  This would imply that learning to categorize colors cannot influence the 

perception of colors.  

4. Research Questions  

  The following paragraphs contain the questions that are addressed in this thesis.  

  Is there a confirmation of the “gru” phenomenon in Korean?  The survey will feature 

both green and blue images that the participants must label with colors.  If participants 

consistently choose the same word for both green and blue, this would suggest the “gru” 

phenomenon is at play in Korean.   

  Are borrowed color terms (pink, orange, grey) undergoing replacement in Korean, from 

Chinese borrowed terms to English borrowed terms?  In the forced choice elicitation 

participants will be able to choose more than one acceptable answer (e.g., both the borrowed 

Chinese and the borrowed English term) to test that the term is available and utilized.  The 

fill in production will test for preference.  If participants consistently choose the English 

borrowed term as one acceptable option in the forced choice elicitation, and consistently 

write in the borrowed English term in the fill in production, one can be reasonably certain the 

English borrowed terms are therefore used more frequently than the Chinese borrowed terms.  

If it seems that the English borrowed terms are used it is important to look at whether these 

borrowed English terms function in the same manner as their Chinese counterparts.  If the 

borrowed English terms do function the same as the Chinese borrowed terms, and it appears 

that Chinese is being replaced, could this be evidence that borrowed terms in languages are 

more easily replaced by new borrowed terms, while the native terms remain more difficult to 

displace? 
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  Can Korean color terms provide evidence that the Korean language does not have an 

adjectival category?  If it seems that the English color terms are being utilized more 

frequently, it is important to then study their usage more closely.  If they generally function 

in the same manner as the Chinese borrowed terms (See M & P in Section 3.3) this could be 

seen as more evidence for a lack of an adjectival category in Korean.  

5. Methodology  

5.1 Participants  

  Eight participants who were students or staff at Wichita State University participated.  

Participants were screened for their native language, Korean, and their age (18 - 40).  

Participants were recruited via e-mail or word of mouth in Wichita, Kansas.2  

 
5.2 The Survey 

  An online Qualtrics survey with twenty questions written in Korean was distributed to the 

participants.  The survey was expected to take participants ten to fifteen minutes to complete.  

Ten of the questions featured a colored image with a forced choice elicitation (See Appendix 

for more details).  The participant was meant to observe the colored image and choose the 

most applicable answer in response to the question, “What color is the (object).”  An 

additional ten questions featured additional colored images with a fill in the blank option 

reading along the lines of, “The (object) is _____ colored.”  

 

5.2.1 Forced Choice Elicitation Task  

  Before the forced choice elicitation questions, the participants would read the message, 

“Select the best option for each picture.”  Figure 3 provides an example of a forced choice 

                                                
2 The city of Wichita, Kansas, is home to the highest population of Koreans in Kansas.  The city possesses at least 
two specifically Korean grocery stores and at least three specifically Korean churches.  Wichita State University also 
features an active Korean Student Association.  
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elicitation question from the survey.  An image of a pink flower resides at the top of the 

question.  The question reads “What color is the flower?”  Below the question, the five 

options from which the participants must choose are listed as follows:  

  A.  Yellow, noran-sek (borrowed Chinese term) 
  B.  Pink, bunhong-sek (borrowed Chinese term) 

  C.  Pink, pinku-sek (borrowed English term) 
  D.  Both B and C 

  E.  None of the above 
 

(12)  

 

Figure 3 Forced Choice Elicitation Pink 
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5.2.2. Fill-In Production Task  

  Before the fill in the blank section, participants would read the question, “What color is 

the image below?”  Figure 4 provides an example of a fill in the blank question from the 

survey.  An image of a pink dress resides at the top of the question.  The line reads, “the 

dress is _______ colored.”  Below this, there is a blank box for the participant to write-in 

their preferred word to complete the sentence. 

(13)  

 

Figure 4 Fill In Production Pink  
 

6. Results  

6.1 Participant Data3 

  Eight native Koreans, ranging in age from 23 to 40, took the survey, although it should be 

noted that one participant did not give their age or where they were from.  One person did not 

                                                
3 It is important to note that there may be a slight discrepancy in the reported ages, as Korea has an age tradition 
that can inflate our definition of one’s age by one to two years.  You are born as one year old, for instance.  This 
means that although two people took the survey and reported they were 40 years old, they may have only been 
38 or 39 in chronological age.  While this is unlikely to have affected my data, especially as my survey allowed 
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have a Korean keyboard option available to them so they spelled out all fill-in options 

phonetically.  These participants are from several different regions in Korea, but the majority 

are from Seoul and Seoul’s nearby cities.  One person stated they were from Kansas but also 

says they are a native Korean speaker, so one can only assume they meant their current home 

as opposed to their previous home.  Aside from this, all were from cities that averaged 

around one million people or more in population (i.e. none were from secluded areas or small 

villages).  

  While everyone who took the survey reported that they spoke Korean as their first 

language, the majority also mentioned they spoke English as a second or third language.  The 

majority of participants completed the survey in under 10 minutes.  

  First, the results of the forced choice elicitation task will be discussed and then broken 

down into primary colors, secondary colors, and English borrowed terms.  Then, the results 

of the production task will be discussed, and then again broken into primary colors, 

secondary colors, and English borrowed terms.  

 
6.2 Forced Choice Elicitation Data  

  The forced choice elicitation questions yielded the following tabulated results as shown 

in Figure 5.  The table in Figure 5 outlines how many of the eight participants chose each 

type of choice in the lower (e.g., white, black, red) and higher-level color terms (e.g., pink, 

orange, grey).  For example, in the primary colors survey questions, 6 participants out of 8 

chose the option for both of the two native Korean variants as being acceptable to them.  In 

another example, when it came to red, about half found both the native Korean term and the 

Chinese borrowed term to be acceptable, and the other half found only the native Korean 

term to be acceptable.  In the following Sections (6.2.1-6.2.3) further breakdowns of this data 

are more clearly explained. 

 

                                                
for a range of ages, it bears mentioning in case of any historical changes not yet uncovered that would result in 
varying responses.  
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(14)  

 
Figure 5 Forced Choice Data 

 

6.2.1 Forced Choice Primary Colors Data  

  As shown in Figure 6, when focused solely on the primary colors (white, black, red), 

participants expressed that they preferred/found acceptable across all primary colors, both the 

Native Korean terms and the borrowed Chinese terms (denoted in blue).  Proportionally, if 

the participants did not choose both as acceptable, they chose only the Native Korean term as 

acceptable (denoted in grey).  Those who chose only a Chinese option are shown in orange, 

which was the least chosen option compared to Native Korean terms or borrowed Chinese 

terms.  

(15)  

 

Figure 6 Forced Choice Primary Proportions 
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6.2.2 Forced Choice Secondary Colors Data 

  The data collected from the Forced Choice Elicitation in the secondary colors (blue, 

green, yellow, purple) is displayed in Figure 7 below.  For the purposes of seeing these 

results more clearly, “purple” is included in the secondary colors and another graph will be 

given for the English borrowed terms with which this study is more concerned.  

  Based on Figure 7, there appears to be a strong preference for Korean native terms 

wherever available, over the options for “both” (again, denoted in blue).  This is different 

from in Figure 6 above, which shows a general preference for both the Native term and the 

Chinese borrowed term.  

  The table shows that there is no native Korean word for green, only a Chinese borrowed 

term.  Participants did not choose “paran,” where the suspected “gru” phenomenon might 

occur.  It should also be noted that while participants only selected Chinese borrowed terms 

for green, they were fairly split on which Chinese variant they chose, as there are two 

available terms for green, “nok” and “chorok.”   

  There is also a strong preference for the native Korean term “paran” for blue.  The 

majority of respondents did not recognize the Chinese term of “cheng,” which will be 

discussed in the conclusion section (Section 7.2).  
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(16)  

 

Figure 7 Forced Choice Secondary Proportions 

 

6.2.3 Forced Choice English Borrowings Data 

  The data from the three known English borrowed terms (pink, orange, grey) is displayed 

below in Figure 8.  As this graph shows, native Korean speakers generally accepted both the 

English borrowing and the Chinese borrowing for higher level color terms pink, orange, and 

grey.  In addition, only Chinese terms were also acceptable for all three borrowed terms. 

There was only one instance when the borrowed English term was more acceptable than the 

Chinese borrowed term, and this is in the case of the color orange.  
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(17)  

 

Figure 8 Forced Choice English Borrowed Proportions 

 
6.3 Fill-In Production Data 

  The fill-in production questions yielded the following tabulated results, as shown in 

Figure 9, below.  The table shows the responses of the eight participants.  For example, for 

the color red, every participant chose only the native Korean term.  This is despite the data 

from the forced choice questions that show that the participants generally recognize the 

Chinese borrowed term.  This seems to indicate that the participants have a strong preference 

in utilizing only the native Korean term in actual situations.  In the following Sections (6.3.1-

6.3.3) a granular analysis of this data is more clearly explained.  

  Overall, color term preference generally appears very clear from this data.  When there is 

a native Korean term, the participants overwhelmingly chose to use only that term.  When 

there is no native Korean term, participants overwhelmingly chose the Chinese borrowed 

term as their term of preference.  
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(18)  

 
Figure 9 Fill-In Production Data 

 

 6.3.1 Production Primary Colors Data 

  As shown in Figure 10, when focused solely on the primary colors (white, black, red), 

participants overwhelmingly chose the Native Korean term over the Chinese borrowed term 

(shown in grey).  

(19)  

 

Figure 10 Production Primary Proportions 

 
6.3.2 Production Secondary Colors Data 

 
The data collected from the Forced Choice Elicitation in the Secondary colors (blue, 

green, yellow, purple) is displayed in Figure 11 below.  There is clear evidence from this 

data that the Korean color term for green is a Chinese borrowed term (seen in orange), while 

the term for blue is a native Korean term “paran.”  Excepting the color green, all primary and 

secondary colors have a Native Korean term that is highly preferential to Korean speakers.  
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(20)  

 

Figure 11 Production Secondary Proportions 

 
6.3.3 Production English Borrowings Data 

  The data from the three known English borrowed terms (pink, orange, grey) is displayed 

below in Figure 12.  The participants almost exclusively used the Chinese borrowed terms.  

(21)  

 

Figure 12 Production English Borrowed Proportions 
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7. Discussion  

  Thus far I have discussed the literature and relevant background to the topic of Korean 

Color Terms.  I have given an overview of the research questions that were prompted by this 

information.  My hypotheses were that I would see a confirmation of the “gru” phenomenon, 

and that there would be a shift in borrowed-term usage from Chinese to English.  I designed 

my study in response to these hypotheses.  After going over the relevant data, key points that 

bear mentioning include demographic population tested and historical/natural possibilities.   

In the forced choice elicitation task for primary colors, participants found both Native 

Korean color terms and borrowed Chinese terms to be acceptable.  For secondary colors, 

there was a strong preference for Native Korean terms where available, revealing the lack of 

a Native Korean word for green.  For the English borrowed terms, generally both English 

and Chinese terms were acceptable to participants.  In the production task for primary colors, 

participants chose the Native Korean terms overwhelmingly.  For secondary colors, they 

again used Native Korean terms and only used borrowed Chinese terms for green.  For the 

English borrowed terms, participants overwhelmingly chose the Chinese borrowed terms 

over the English terms.  

 

 7.1 Demographic Population 

  The results could be due to the demographic population tested. All of my participants 

were bilingual and between the ages of 23 and 404.  

  It is possible that bilingualism is playing a large role in these results. As seen in Section 

3.4, several studies have been conducted on the influence of bilingualism in terms of color-

study.  It is therefore possible that because English has distinct categories of “green” and 

“blue,” that the influence of English has caused a shift in the Korean-bilingual’s 

categorization of those colors.  

                                                
4 Note that initially the study was supposed to test monolingual speakers.  Due to time and funding constraints, the 
study could not test monolingual speakers in Korea and finding monolingual speakers in Wichita was impossible. A 
follow-up study is planned to test monolingual speakers in Korea.   
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  Bilingualism could also potentially have a role in the borrowed term usage.  Perhaps 

bilingual English-Korean speakers are more likely to hold onto the more traditional Chinese 

terms and feel that the English borrowed terms are more of a result of their own knowledge 

of English.  In essence, it is possible that language change is slowed in bilinguals.  

  Some possible solutions to this issue will be discussed in Section 9.  

 

7.2 Historical and Natural Possibilities  

  The results of the survey could also be influenced by the subject matter presented to the 

survey-takers.  As Kim (1985) describes, the “gru” phenomenon as he witnessed it, is present 

in more “natural” circumstances.  His examples are the word for “frog” and the word for 

“fruit-bearing tree.”  

  The examples, seen in Figures 7 and 8, below, involve a green leaf and a green bag.  The 

green leaf was used for the forced choice elicitation, and the green bag for the fill-in 

production questions.  

(22) a.  

 
Figure 13 Survey Green Leaf 
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b.  

 
Figure 14 Survey Green Bag 

 

  As can be seen in the above images, neither is a frog or a tree.  It is possible that the two 

examples mentioned by Kim (1985) are outliers in that they have preserved the names of 

these two natural objects which use older color description methods.  Perhaps the borrowing 

of the Chinese terms for “green” only occurred after they had labeled these items using the 

closest term they had at the time (the Chinese term for blue “cheng”).   

  Although I did use a leaf, it is possible that the “gru” phenomenon is generally only used 

with natural/living objects, and the stimuli I presented were of a variety of objects, many not 

natural.  It is also possible that the color I used to denote “green” and “blue” were too 

distinct.  Perhaps the “gru” phenomenon is found in less distinct colors, somewhere in the 

“blue-green” range.  

8. Conclusions  

8.1 No Evidence for the “Gru” Phenomenon 

  As can be seen from the data tables (Figures 5 and 6) in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, there seems 

to be no evidence for the “gru” phenomenon based on this survey.  As stated earlier, this 

could have something to do with the bilingual nature of the participants.  It is possible that 

with the knowledge of how English finds a distinction between green and blue, that these 

English and Korean bilingual participants made choices they might not have without their 
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English knowledge.  As mentioned above, it could also be due to historical or natural 

characteristics associated with certain objects.  Either way, evidence for the “gru” 

phenomenon is lacking in this survey.  

 
8.2 Borrowed Chinese Terms Not Undergoing Replacement  

  The majority of the participants found that both English and Chinese borrowed color 

terms were acceptable under the forced choice questions.  However, they did not generally 

replicate this in the fill-in production questions.  The participants showed a strong preference 

for the older Chinese borrowed terms over the newer English terms.  As most of the 

participants were from larger cities (and many from the Seoul region) one would not 

generally expect these results to be inconsistent with the general population.  This would 

seem to conclude that while English borrowed color terms are acceptable and utilized in the 

Korean language, they are not replacing the Chinese terms.  However, as the English terms 

are much newer, it will be interesting to see if this remains the case in the next few decades, 

as English is increasingly spoken by the Korean population.  

9. Future Work 

  A comparative study performed in South Korea working with participants who did not 

speak English at such a high level as the majority of these participants, could prove useful.  

An additional study could look at the age of acquisition of the English language to determine 

how that factor influences color term choices.  Perhaps participants who speak only Korean 

would possess some of the “gru” phenomenon, and perhaps those who learn English later on 

versus earlier would also show a variance in color terminology preference. 

  In terms of the “gru” phenomenon, it seems more research needs to be done.  

Specifically, research should be conducted concerning whether nature or historical left-overs 

contribute to the names of trees and animals that can take the color “blue.”  With these 

studies taking place in South Korea, the source of the phenomenon can hopefully be isolated.  
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